Across

Down

1 Trapping spell from internet? (3)
3 Scuba tank hides swarming creature (3)
7 God of the wilderness hidden in spangles (3)
9 DM’s favorite plotting tool? (5,5)
10 Musicians: dwarven trademarks, without energy (5)
14 Oddly forgo to complement (3)
15 Powerless lamp mingled with chalice:
Splash weapons, possibly! (10)
16 No atrium confused maze dweller. (8)
19 Consume center of meats (3)
20 Berzerk morning acceptable (4)
21 Covertness: Rob leaders of thieves’ hall (7)
22 Creative magic acceptable, in evening (5)
26 Absolve one timber (5)
27 Tiny fey leaders of fighters and scouts surround
eagles’ nest (7)
29 Less-than-legal sourcebook alternative oddly social, no? (4)
30 Fellow found in first half of manual (3)
33 Semi-arch, mixed up monsters (8)
34 DM’s domain hides within the very thin guidebook (10)
35 Infamy: evenly archaic refusal (3)
38 Move silently, snake twisted (5)
39 Huge brute, it smashed into angstrom (5,5)
40 Capturing tool isn’t gross (3)
41 Weapon using most of arm joint (3)
42 Collection found in rosette (3)

1 Hypothetical prompt with stirred faith (4,2)
2 Vorpal attacks: that guy encircled by beads (7)
3 Endure beast (4)
4 Dryad’s home: road with no beginning or end (4)
5 Brutish humanoids scatter gorse (5)
6 Deal not recklessly, bearing curved claws (7)
7 Strategy: a right binding, e.g. (6)
8 Upset may concern dark magic (10)
11 Scaly monster confused god, and ran (6)
12 Returning tool for bounty (4)
13 Undead wizard lurks in relic housing (4)
14 Speaking, e.g, sorts out certain foe (4,6)
17 Even measure of progress (5)
18 Killed chaotic snail (5)
23 Choice: consumable option rearranged. (6)
24 Therianthrope war mingled with tree (7)
25 Cavalier is crazy thing, following king (6)
27 Iron and argon? Terror! (4)
28 Sages surround center of braver barbarians (7)
30 Martial artist is king, after short Monday (4)
31 Walking plant trapped in petrean tower (6)
32 Attributes unchanged, either way you look
at them (5)
36 Knife thrust flipped bats (4)
37 Underground denizens send word up (4)
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